4.2 Figure 2. Rounds 2 and 3 Schooling Section

Confirm enrollment status at DOLI

- Enrolled at DOLI
  - Confirm school and highest grade attended/completed at DOLI
  - Confirm school attended prior to DOLI and highest grade attended/completed at DOLI; since DOLI, has R reenrolled in school attended prior to DOLI
- Not enrolled at DOLI
  - Confirm school attended prior to DOLI and highest grade attended/completed at DOLI; since DOLI, has R reenrolled in school attended prior to DOLI

Highest grade attended/completed as of current interview

- Periods of enrollment since DOLI in school reported at DOLI
  - Has R attended school since DOLI
    - Yes
      - New schools attended since DOLI: School type, name, location, periods of enrollment
        - Elementary, middle, or high schools—Enrollment loop: Collects data on each period of enrollment starting with school 1, period 1; school 1, period 2; etc.; then moving to school 2, period 1; school 2, period 2; etc.
      - Suspension loop: Grades in which R suspended prior to/since DOLI
      - Questions on grades, achievement tests, curricula, receipt of high school diploma/GED addressed to appropriate universes of respondents
    - No
      - Is R age 16 or older
        - Yes
          - Has R been homeschooled since DOLI
          - Yes
            - School-based learning programs
          - No
        - No
  - No
  - Go to next section